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5 things that you should know

1-

The selected destinations are among the most fascinating ones in the
World and BLACK 360º knows them perfectly well.

2-

BLACK 360° will accompany you throughout the whole journey with
its 24/7 service.
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The selected hotels and resorts already know almost everything about
you. They are looking forward to welcoming you and being at your
service.

Your visits will be exclusive and carefully selected. Would you like
something more special? If you wish to have more privacy, please let
us know.

BLACK 360º has designed this exclusive program for you, basing it
on an “in-crescendo” emotions strategy.

MADRID + MARBELLA + BARCELONA 360°

Private experience

FACT SHEET
MADRID + MARBELLA + BARCELONA 360º
The hotels and resorts included in this project have been chosen
directly by BLACK 360°.
Dates: OCTOBER or NOVEMBER 2014
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Day 1: Malaysia - Spain
Arrival to Barcelona
Transfer from the Airport to the selected hotel with an English speaking
guide who will meet&greet the group at arrival.

OCT

20º C

NOV

14º C

Panoramic tour of Montjüic and the Olympic facilities on your way to the hotel
Several thousand years ago, Iberic Celts settled on the Montjuïc, a 213m high hill southeast of
Barcelona's current city centre. The hill was later used by the Romans as a ceremonial place.
Today the hill features a large number of sights and attractions, most of them originating from
two major events that took place here: the 1929 International Exhibition and the 1992
Olympics.
Check in and time for rest a bit
Later on, enjoy the Segway experience, A brilliant way to see the city.
Dinner at Can Travi Nou
Dated to early eighteenth century and located in the old path of Sant Cebrià. after many years
of working the land and cattle, its owners redecorated it into a majestic rural house/ tower of
delicate style keeping the structure of the traditional house. Traditional cuisine with an
unusual urban place which enables them to eat in the city but surrounded by nature
Accommodation at the Majestic hotel www.hotelmajestic.es/
OR at www.hotellaflorida.com/en/barcelona-sightseeing

Day 2: Barcelona
Breakfast.
Today you will be following Gaudi steps.... visiting houses, parks and monuments, all ideated
by the genious of Gaudì, figurehead of Catalan Modernism. His works are admired by
architects around the world as being one of the most unique and distinctive architectural
styles.You will be visiting the Sagrada Familia: with no doubts the most famous work of Gaudi,
and the one that identifies Barcelona all over the world.
Park Güell: a unique garden complex with architectural elements.
Passing also by Casa Battló and Casa Milá in the very city centre.
Lunch in the Gothic Quarter at El Pintor:
El Pintor (The Painter) is an appropriate name for this classic little restaurant in the Gothic
Quarter given that it once served as a painter's workshop during the late 19th century.
Dinner at El Principal
Located in a beautiful classic Eixample building with lovely interior patio where different
spaces coexisting naturally.
El Principal maintains all its enchantment while transformed into an elegant space dedicated
to restaurant.
The beautiful library is a perfect venue for exclusive Diners in a private ambiente.
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Day 3: Barcelona
Breakfast
Regatta day: a real action at sea!
Every team will be assigned to a boat and a captain. Once aboard your skipper will give you a
safety briefing and explain the various functions of the crew; every member will coordinate a
different role on board. You will practice for approximately 20 minutes before actually
starting your regatta. The umpire will have defined the circuit with buoys and once all boats
are ready, it´s off to experience some real excitement!
Lunch at the Marina
Private visit at the Picasso Museo
The Picasso Museum in Barcelona is indispensable for understanding the formative years of
Pablo Ruiz Picasso. The genius of the young artist is revealed through the more than 3,500
works that make up the permanent collection. However, the Picasso Museum also reveals his
relationship with Barcelona: an intimate, solid relationship that was shaped in his adolescence
and youth, and continued until his death.
Dinner at Xalet
Large panoramic terrace and revolving room from where spectacular views of the city can be
enjoyed. On the way to the restaurant, you’ll enjoy the night view of Montjuic.
And if it’s a Friday or Saturday, we’ll stop at Plaça d’España for the Magic Fountain Show:
approx. 15-minute spectacular display of light, water and music.

Day 4: Barcelona - Marbella

OCT

22º C

NOV

18º C

Breakfast
Transfer to the airport
Flight to Malaga and transfer to Marbella
Check in
Lunch at the hotel

In the afternoon, visit of visit to the famour Puerto Banus, a luxury marina for the rich built in
1970, is located to the west of Marbella. Developed around a coastal village in the
Mediterranean architectural style, Puerto Banús contains expensive shopping malls,
restaurants and bars around the marina. It is also scene to many exotic cars that are owned by
international celebrities and wealthy owners that also own large yachts. Luxury cars like Rolls
Royces and high end sports cars like Ferrari's, Lamborghinis and Mercedes Benz are a
common sight in the summer months around Marbella and Peurto Banus
Dinner at Azul Marino the best place to sit and observe Puerto Banús's chic port life. Fine
seafood!
Accommodation at Villa Padierna
http://villapadiernapalacehotel.com/galeria/?lang=en
OR at
Gran Melia Don Pepe
www.melia.com/en/hotels/spain/marbella/gran-melia-don-pepe/gallery.html
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Day 5: Marbella
After breakfast, departing for an exciting trip to Ronda enjoying a jeep safari....Michelle
Obama has stressed visiting Ronda was one of the highlights of her recent trip to Spain –
mentioning that she’ll be coming back and ‘not alone.’ Anyone who has been lucky enough to
visit Ronda will understand its appeal.
Ronda is one of the most beautiful and visited cities in Spain (the third most visited city in
Andalucia). Despite the recent flurry of media activity, Ernest Hemmingway and Orson
Welles, who both lived in Ronda at various times, probably gave Ronda its first taste of
international recognition. Indeed, Hemmingway declared that Ronda was the most romantic
town in Spain.
Surrounded by lush river valleys and sitting above a deep ravine, it is a place that literally takes
your breath away when seeing it: was first declared a city by Julius Caesar in the late 4C AD. Is
said to be the home of modern day bullfighting. The Real Maestranza bullring is one of the
oldest and most picturesque in Spain, built in 1785
It’s an exciting way to discover the hidden countryside of Costa del Sol by Jeep.
Lunch will be at Celler La Sangre de Ronda
In the middle of the historic center, in a palace with more than one thousand years of history,
the old winery has been transformed into a marvelous museum that you can visit.
Dinner at La Merdiana del Alabardero
Surrounded by a wonderful garden and decorated in art deco style, it is an original place to
have a great dinner. Located in Marbella, La Meridiana is the perfect mix of good taste and
excellent Mediterranean cuisine.

Day 6: Marbella
Breakfast
Visit to Mijas, called the “white village of Andalucia”
One of the jewels of the Costa del Sol, this beautiful little village which nestles comfortably in
the mountainside at 428 meters above sea level.
After a visit along the tiny streets, a tasting awaits you at the Wine Museum of Mijas. This
Museum is a lovely old building dating from 1839, known in the village as “The house of
light/electricity” as the first transformers for the supply of electricity in the town were here,
and it is situated in one of the most photographed streets of Spain.
Restored in 2004, the result is a typical Andalusian house of more than 300 m with a brick
facade where all the Málaga wines are available, as well as wines from other regions of Spain.
The museum has 2 levels: The lower floor is like a typical Spanish bodega with brick columns
and an Andalusian-Moorish-style patio with plants. This floor is totally dedicated to the
Andalusian wines and a large collection of antique labels.
A wine tasting, olive oil or ham or cheese tasting will follow.
Visit of Malaga: a briskly modern yet historic city, it still has the atmosphere and swagger of a
Mediterranean port. The historic city centre, is charming with its majestic, if peculiar,
unfinished Gothic Cathedral surrounded by traditional balconied buildings, narrow
pedestrian streets and some of the best tapas bars in the province. In recent years, the city has
heavily invested in its culture and heritage with new museums, extensive restoration and a
brand-new port development. Málaga is a joy to stroll around, the 11th-century Gibralfaro
castle sits grandly and provides the best view of all.
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Dinner at Olivia Valere
The palace is of clear Arab influence, with reddish terra-cotta walls that hide to the
eyes of the outer world. Imagine to be in the patio of the most luxurious Arab
Palace! Continuing the dinner with a DJ session....
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Day 7: Marbella - Madrid

OCT

Breakfast and transfer to the train station for boarding the speed train to Madrid
At arrival, meet&greet by our staff and transfer to lunch

NOV

15º C

10º C

Lunch at O’Pedregal, specialized in Galician delicacies
Panoramic City tour through the most important areas of the city center, combining the
historical areas with the modern ones.
Visit of the Royal Palace: official residence of His Majesty The King of Spain, who makes use
of it for official ceremonies, though not residing there.The origins of the Palace go back to the
9th century, during which the Islamic Kingdom of Toledo built a defensive fort on the site,
later used by the Kings of Castile. It was on this ancient fortress that the Old Alcazar was
constructed in the 16th century.
Check in
Dinner at Posada de la Villa. traditional Castilian food
Protected by the Arab walls, the establishment dates back to 1642, when it started as a
guesthouse. The interior of this popular restaurant contains 3 dining rooms, all set against a
rustic, 17th century Spanish design.
Accommodation at Villa Magna www.villamagna.es/galleryhome-es.html
or Ritz by Belmond www.ritz.es/web/orit_es/hotel_ritz_madrid.jsp
or InterContinental Madrid www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/es/madrid/
mddha/hoteldetail/photo-gallery

Day 8: Madrid
Breakfast
Visit of Toledo, A fortified hilltop city surrounded by the Tajo river, one of the most important
centers of European medieval history. It was capital of Spain from the Gothic epoch until
1560, fact that explains its really impressive medieval architecture. Walking through its
streets one feels like having stepped back into the Middle-Ages, Hardly another town is so
well conserved in its historical style.
Lunch at Alfileritos 24
Back to Madrid, time for shopping at Serrano Street (upmarket high street feel) with the ABC
Serrano 3-floors shopping mall with some of Europe's most expensive clothing outlets.
There are also two branches of El Corte Inglés department store
Dinner at Palacio de Cibeles
Located on the sixth floor of Madrid's Town Hall and offering spectacular views of the Cibeles
fountain, the Paseo de la Castellana and the Gran Vía. The beautiful building formerly named
“Palacio de Comunicaciones” was completed in 1919 and was Madrid’s Main Post Office for
about 80-years.
Functional decor, the cuisine combines modern with traditional.
Run by the Grupo Adolfo (Gold Medal for Merit in Tourism 2009 and one of the main
gastronomic chains in Spain)
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Day 9: Madrid
Breakfast,
Visit of El Escorial. The Royal Monastery of San Lorenzo de El Escorial is an imposing
building from the 16th century. The major artist from that time worked on the Monastery,
which is also a memorial for the Kings and Queens of Spain. El Escorial is a UNESCO World
Heritage Site and it is one of Spain’s most visited landmarks
Lunch at Asador del Rey
Castilian kitchen. This traditional way of cooking is based on excellent roasts of lamb and
sucking-pig cooked on a firewood oven, as well as delicious charcoal grilled steaks
Visit of a Bull breeding farm
Discover the fighting bull in his natural environment. During the visit you will see a large
number of cattle and learn about the process of breeding, through birth, nursing with their
mothers, until they become large bulls ready for the fight.
Mock bullfight
A bullfighter will demonstrate with a calf and then volunteers can come out to the ring and try
it out for themselves. Although there are always bullfighters in the ring to help out, visitor
participation
Dinner at Casino de Madrid. Located in an exceptional historical building. FIne dining under
the supervision of Paco Roncero (2 Michelin star chef)

Day 10: Departure
Breakfast
Transfer to the airport accordingly your flight schedule
End of services
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